1965 FORD GT40

1965 FORD GT40
• BUILT IN 2011 ALONGSIDE A VERY HISTORIC ORIGINAL GT40
• WINNER OF 2015 SPA SIX HOURS
• RACE PREPARED BY SIMON BLAKE OF HISTORIC AUTOMOBILES, CONTINUOUSLY
MAINTAINED BY HIM SINCE
• BUILT WITH A HIGHLY DESIRABLE TENNANT PANELS CHASSIS
• FITTED WITH A CORRECT FORD 289 CU. IN. V8 BY MATHWALL AND ZF GEARBOX
• RECENTLY COSMETICALLY REFRESHED INCLUDING A FULL RESPRAY
It would be hard to argue against the GT40 being the most iconic of all the racing sportscars
ever built, with 4 victories at Le Mans and countless other victories at other major races around
the world. The story of the GT40 has been repeatedly covered in books and, more recently, a
Hollywood blockbuster, and the car still remains the weapon of choice for one of most popular
endurance races, the Spa Six Hours.
This GT40 should not be confused with other examples built using less accurate monocoque
chassis. Tennant Panels became involved in late period GT40 chassis production after a fire at
Abbey Panels’ facility, gaining drawings, jigs and dies from Ford in the process. Tennant Panels
continued to fabricate parts for repair of original cars after production ended but chassis
production restarted in earnest when Brian Wingfield of the GT40 Owner’s Club started to build
GT40s in the 1980s. Following this John Willment of JW Automotive (the Works team from
1967) decided to use up chassis numbers he had retained from period. The final beneficiary of
Tennants Panels chassis production was Lee Holman (of Holman-Moody, another Works team)
who saw out the end of production when unexpectedly Tennants sent all of their drawings and
tooling to Holman in 1996.
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